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1ST. .REMINDER 1 Blakes Ride,

Yateley
PHONE: 872948

Ml

Your subscription to THE YATELEY SOCIETY expired in.
I should be pleased if you would send your subscription to me
at my address above. Of course if you would prefer to pay me
personally, I am usually at the Society's main events.
Alternatively I am quite prepared to call round to see you if
you would telephone to arrange a covenient time.

Yours sincerely,

Geoff Hoare, Membership Secretary
FAMILY MEMBERS..
INDIVIDUALS

. .£5.00

. .£3.50

not too much inconvenienced.1

Could I have items for the next Newsletter by Monday 2nd June please?

Those of you who attended the AGM will know that David Harverson is
our new Chairman - we extend our best wishes and support to him, and
our thanks go to Ted Brooks for the hard work he has put in during
his time as Chairman. We shall also miss the hard work in her many
capacities that Irene Draper has given during her time on the Committee
as Leader of the Natural History Group, Organiser of Walks and Visits,
and much else besides - thank you, Irene! We welcome Richard Johnston
as a new member of the Committee - he is at present looking after the
Walks and Visits.

'LOOKING FORWARD WITH THE YATELEY SOCIETY' by David Harverson

In my first message to you as Chairman, I would like to take the
opportunity of outlining the theme which I wish to adopt for the
year ahead.

The Yateley Society is well known for its studies of both Natural
History and the History of Yateley ami for its continuing conservation
programme. The Society also spends a lot of time trying to prevent
unwelcome development of the town.

This year I want therefore to highlight the work the Society does in
looking forward to the future of Yateley.

At this year's May Fayre we will be mounting an exhibition informing
members and the public of the future developments planned for Yateley
in terms of the Chandlers Lane playing field, the Fox Lane and
Hearsey Gardens recreational areas.

I intend to try and strengthen the membership of the Planning Group
to look positively at the proposed Yateley Town Centre plans and
other major schemes as they arise.

Finally, I would like to involve the.youth jjf the town in the Society's
activities to a greater extent so that they also can have a say and
take part in looking after the future of the town. A youth group
leader will have to be appointed to start this new venture and any
volunteers would be welcome.
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Dear «M/\ q.

May I take this opportunity of reminding you that your annual subscription
is now due-

Payment - £5 double or £3o50 single - should be sent to:

•04" Mr. B ffinr.m^pyMr G S Hoare
Membership Secretary
1 Blakes Ride, Yateley

Please make cheques payable to "The Yateley Society".

Yours sincerelyH
G S Hoare

Membership Secretary (Yat 8729^8)
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NEWSLETTER No. 26
April 1986

Editor: Jean Kerr (Yateley 87226$)

Dear Member

A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR

My apologies for the late appearance of the last newsletter - due to
problems with the duplicator. I hope that having a preliminary notice
of the January programme in the previous issue meant that members were
not too much inconvenienced 1

Could I have items for the next Newsletter by Monday 2nd June please?

Those of you who attended the AGM will know that David Harverson is
our new Chairman - we extend our best wishes and support to him, and
our thanks go to Ted Brooks for the hard work he has put in during
his time as Chairman. We shall also miss the hard work in her many
capacities that Irene Draper has given during her time on the Committee
as Leader of the Natural History Group, Organiser of Walks and Visits,
and much else besides - thank you, Irene! We welcome Richard Johnston
as a new member of the Committee - he is at present looking after the
Walks and Visits.

•LOOKING FORWARD WITH THE YATELEY SOCIETY1 by David Harverson

In my first message to you as Chairman, I would like to take the
opportunity of outlining the theme which I wish to adopt for the
year ahead.

The Yateley Society is well known for its studies of both Natural
History and the History of Yateiey and for its continuing conservation
programme. The Society also spends a lot of time trying to prevent
unwelcome development of the town.

This year I want therefore to highlight the work the Society does in
looking forward to the future of Yateley.

At this year's May Fayre we will be mounting an exhibition informing
members and the public of the future developments planned for Yateley
in terms of the Chandlers Lane playing field, the Fox Lane and
Hearsey Gardens recreational areas.

I intend to try and strengthen the membership of the Planning Group
to look positively at the proposed Yateley Town Centre plans and
other major schemes as they arise.

Finally, I would like to involve the. youth of the town in the Society's
activities to a greater extent so that they also can have a say and
take part in looking after the future of the town. A youth group
leader will have to be appointed to start this new venture and any
volunteers would be welcome.
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THE FUTURE OF YATELEY was the subject of a-Special General Meeting
of the Society held on 3 March to discuss both the Yateley Town Centre
- Draft Informal Local Plan nnd the proposed Community Facilities at
the Monteagle Lane Development.

The meeting was well•••afc-t-en&ed by members--representing both their own
personal views and those of other organisations which they represent.
In fact it was an excellent example of the role the Society, can play
in providing a forum for local organisations to discuss their views
on local matters.

Bob Young, Deputy Director of Planning, HDC, introduced the Town Centre
Plan by outlining the need and purpose of such a plan, which is basically
to ensure that if any land comes available for future development within
the area defined by the plan as being the-Centre of Yateley, that a
policy exists for the type and nature of anjt such development. This will
hopefully stop any further piecemeal development of the central area and
ultimately result in better shopping and .parking facilities.

Members then discussed the plan in detail and the general concensus of
opinion was that the plan was'acceptable and »hould be approved. Some
dissatisfaction was noted concerning the Harpton Parade•area in respect
to the roads, parking and litter problems. It was also felt that if
Yateley Industries were to move at any time in the future, the area
should not be made available for housing but be retained for shops,'
ideally of the craft type.

Bob Young also introduced the debate"on the proposed Community
Facilities at the Monteagle Lane Development. Heron-Homes have
agreed to provide 3 acres of land for shopping '-md community facilities,
which would include a 2000 square foot community hall with car parking
spaces.' HDC would,like to know from local organisations the type of'
community accommodation they think should be bud.lt and the likely
uses for the accommodation. Again there was a lively discussion which
resulted in agreement that there was a need for' a community facility
but perhaps it should be larger than originally proposed. .

Several:organisations Indicated their interest in making use of the
facility* including the Scouts, the Red Cross, the Church of England,
Doctors Surgery/medical centre and the Yateley Society.

The Society will be making its own submissions to HDC following the
meeting, outlining members' views'.

MAY FAYRE - Monday 5 May

As usual we will be having a stall at the May Fayreand a committee has
been formed under John Ivil. ' . •

This committee asks all members to help in some way to the success of
this venture. -.'•.'Help is needed in the following wayss-

- to erect the stall on the day . .

- to man the stall on the day

- to bake buns, cakes, biscuits, etc. ' '. . .

- to oake preserves., sweets, etc.

- handicrafts

- to contribute anything we can resell.
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The Society will contribute ;towards the costs of ingredients if required,

Please let us know what you will be doing to help by adding your name
to one of our lists which will be available from now on at all meetings,
or by ringing John Ivil on 871062 or Stephanie. Pattenden on 874994.

BARBECUE - Saturday, 5th July

A barbecue will be held on Saturday 5th July at The Harversons;
Close, starting at 7.30 p.m. Further details, phone 876914.

FILM GROUP

1 Broome

This has now been formed and members are looking into the purchase of
suitable video equipment for use by the Society and its members. It is
intended that this equipment should be available for hire by members.of
the Society at a cost of approximately £5.00 a day. The next meeting of
the Group will be a lecture on the subject of making the best of video
equipment and the making of short films. Date to be announced shortly.
Anyone who is interested in joining the group should contact John Barker
(Tel. no. 875445) the group secretary.

JELLIED TOAD DI\UY by Valerie Kerslake

3-1.86 Found round grey stone on grass in garden. Bent to pick it up_
and discovered it was ball of opaque jelly, slightly oval,
about 2-J inches long.

4.1. Noticed tiny vertebra sticking out of middle; hints of other
bones; fragment of blotcy skin stuck on side. Apparently
frog or toad turned to jelly.

10.1. Jelly ball has flattened somewhat; folded froggy legs discernable.

28.1. Jelly has gradually flattened and looks squashy. A few tiny
bones just visible.

30.1. A patch like a spoonful of caviare or black hundreds-and-thousands
has appeared in the neck area. Jolly more or less flat now.

26.2 After 3 weeks under the snow there remains a sticky-looking
leathery skin with a few tiny bones,' and the caviare very much
still there, covering 4 to 5 square centimetres.

I am baffled by this bufo and what seems to be its posthumous spawning.
What do the naturalists think?

PADEREWSKI MYSTERY SOLVED! by Valerie Kerslake
IT WAS DAREWSKI ALL THE TIME.

The appeal in the last Newsletter about Paderewski living at Barclay
House simmered quietyly in Sydney Loader's mind for a few .days and then
he came up with Herman Darewski* a musician and composer well-known•in
theatrical circles in the 1920s and 30s. We succeeded in tracing his son
who has confirmed that his family did live here just after the first war,
and enclosed photographs 'of himself ag»d about four in- a very early pedal
car outside Barclay House. • His father, he said, wrote the music for many
stage productions, and composed songs for such famous names as Evelyn Laye,
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Gertrude Lawrence, Maurice Chevalier, Marie Lloyd and George Formby.
Amongst the titles some of us will still remember are 'Razzle Dazzle1,
•Sister Susie's Sewing Shirts for Soldiers', 'If you could care for me'
and 'I Used to Sigh for the Silvery Moon'. At one time there were four
of C.B. Cochran's revues running in the West End, for all of which he
had written the music. Mr. Darewski added that the confusion with
Paderewski has always existed.

There are two new trails. First, Commander (later Baron) Stephen
King-Hall (1893-1966), writer and broadcaster on current events, founder
of the King-Hall Newsletter and of the Hansard Society for Farliamentary
Government. He is said to' have lived in Yateley, between The Royal Oak
and Yateley Lodge. Has anyone memories of this? It might have been in
1924 when he was at the Staff Collage in Camberley. If you think it is
before your time, test your aged neighbours. Any answers to 872240
please, or why not write to the Editor?

For the second trail - re.-John Middleton Murry - see next newsletter.

THE MINLEY BOUNDARY by Michael Holroyd

Here is the l6th century description of the bounds of Minley ~>s given
on page 473 of Baigent's "Crondal Records". I have modernised the
spelling, added some suggestions in brackets, and inserted numbers for
reference.

1. First to begin at Ludshut (Lichett Plain) ' •

2. And thence to Bromysshe (Broomhurst) hedge corner

3. And over the water

4. And from thence to a bush and beside the bush groweth a pollard oakj
and leave the bush upon the right hand

5. And from thence to Penye (Penny) hill and leave it upon the right
hand

6. , And from thence to Westley corner

7. And so on up along the hedge to the fox holes

8. And from thence to Wyendmyll (Windmill) hill, and leave it on the
right hand . .

9. And so straight to a way to Hallie (Hawley)

10. Along to Hornyn lye (Hornley)

11. And when ye come to the heyght way (highway)

12. Turn down upon three acres breadth (66 yards) upon the right hand
to the bottom

13. And there along the ditch

14. And from thence to Foxleye (Foxlease) corner.

The area, described seems to extend further to the east than the 19th
century Minley, to take in Hornley Farm. The. boundary seems fairly
clear in broad outline, if not in detail.

Like Geoff Hoare, I have spent a long time puzzling over this 16th
century description. I was interested in Geoff's suggestion (Newsletter
25 page 3) that the phrase 'on the right hand' could mean 'to the south',
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but I did not find it very convincing. Of course the real test for the
theory would be whether the phrase was used with this meaning in other
documents of similar date, or at any rate later than the 9th century
Welsh document which Geoff refers to. This would be a question for the
experts, but apart from this the suggestion does not seem very plausible
in the context of the Minley document.

The actual phrase used in the boundary description is 'from thence to
Penny Hill and leave it upon the right hand'. This is one of 1^
instructions in the boundary description, and one of three which direct
one to proceed to a certain point and 'leave it upon the right hand'.
Like Geoff, I at first interpreted this as meaning 'keep the point on
your right'. However, since we are first told to go to the point, it
seems more likely that 'leave' means 'depart from1, so that the phr
would be an instruction to make a right turn. The three right turns
(and a fourth described as 'turn down upon the right hand') would fit in
with the fact that the boundary is described in a clockwise direction,
whereas it would be rather unusual to have three instructions to leave
a point to the south nnd no references to other points of the compass.

BAT YEAR by Valerie Kerslake

This is National Pat Year, organized by the Flora -.nd Fauna Preservation
Society who will be showing 15at films and slides in various parts of the
country. We have contributed with a short talk by Irene Draper to the
St. Peter's Pathfinders whp are now interested in starting a bat project,
and who will also, it is hoped, make some bat boxes to hang in groups in
the Royal Oak Valley. We have only one at the moment, and as bats like
to live in colonies they would presumably find a solitary, detached,
non-estate box unattractive. In the summer there m.ry be more batty
things to do, like an identification session with a bat detector.

HAMPSHIRE FIELD CLUB

The Hampshire Field Club., to which the Society is affiliated, is
organising two one-day meetings. The first, on Saturday 19 April
(bookings by 10 April) is at Southampton on 'Parliamentary Elections
in Hampshire1. The second is on Saturday Ik June (bookings by 26
April - numbers limited) at Bramshill House on 'The Flowering of the
English Renaissance'. More details from Michael Holroyd (Yatcley
872^+39).

THE BUTTERFLIES OF YATELEY 32..33? by Michael Holroyd

There is at least one addition to be made to Robert Guest's list of 31
species of butterfly to be seen in Yateley (Newsletter 25, page l).
The Grizzled Skipper is certainly found in N.E. Hampshire, and I have
myself seen it on Hazeley Heath. Last summer Peter Dinsdale saw
several specimens on Yateley Common near the airport, so it will be
worth keeping a lookout for it this year in May and June.

About 10 years ago I saw a large Fritillary on the Conimon to the north
of the Go-'Kart Track. It was at rest on a thistle, and, I think it
was probably a Dark Green Fritillary, but cannot now be sure.

We ought to find Empemr moths on Yateley Common. The males fly fast
over the heather in sunshine in April ind May. Has anyone seen any?
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WALKS By Richard Johnston
(Yateley 872832)

In view of the exceptionally cold winter we have had I doubt that _
anyone will have regretted the winter break.

The programme of walks resume with a visit to ROWHILL NATURE RESERVE
near Aldershot on May 4th. Someone from the reserve will take us round.
Assemble at the reserve at 2.30 p.m. Parking is limited so if people
can share cars for the journey this will be helpful. The reserve is
quite easy to find: the map .reference is SU849^99. Take the A325 from
,Farnborough to Farnham, go straight over the roundabouts at the Queens
Hotel and'the A323 to_Aldershot. Rathor less than a mile further on
turn left onto the B3OO8 (Cranmore Lane) - this turning is more than a
rightangle - -\nd then ''urn right shortly afterwards into the road which'
leads to the reserve. • • .

The next walk is to the BRAMLEY FRITH tfOOD NATURE TRAIL near Bramley,
near Basingstoke on June 1st. Assemble at Bramley Frith Wood at 2.30
p.m. (SU64-5598). Again parking is limited so try to car share if
possible. The wood can be located by following the Electricity Grid
cables because there is a substation in the middle of the wood!
Approaching Bramley from Sherfield on Loddon on the A3?, cross the
railway at the level crossing at Bramley station, and take the first
turning right £ mile further on at the oak tree. After 200 yards turn
left and follow this road 'for about -J mile until the wood is reached.

There will be no Society walk in July. However the Blackwater Valley
Project have organised a walk to THE ROYAL OAK VALLEY-, Yateley, on 6th
July at 2.15 p.m. led by Irene Draper. Assemble at the carpark next to
the fire station (SU8236O7). .

CONSERVATION

BLAKE'S POND

by Valerie Kerslake

If you noticed ;lBlake's Pond' cropping up on the last ...programme as a
possible subject for our conservation days, you may be sorry to know
that it is now off.- The feeling was that our rather small volunteer
group neither could nor should embark upon restoring so neglected a
pond of this size, in particular because of the formidable difficulties
in dealing with the trees, growing more or less all over it. Instead,
we have proposed it as a suitable site for Hart District Council's
Environmental Enhancement scheme, emphasizing that it should remain a
half-concealed, bosky and natural pond, contrasting with the. open, tidy
one on the Green opposite. We. do.intend, however, to mrike a survey
during the coming months of the wildlife in and around .the pond, whether
or not Hart works on it L-ter in the year.

Meanwhile, the conservation scheduled for.27th April has turned into a
walk instead,.starting at 2.30 at Stroud Pond (Labelled 'Model Boat
Pond) car-park (off the A30). It will be led by the Countryside Ranger,
Peter Dinsdale, who hopes there vail be a good many birds around and some
early butterflies as well - so bring your guide books liyl help identify
theml Peter pointed out that late April is the height &.f the nesting
season and that any vigorous activity might frighten th$ birds away -
hence the change of plan.
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BRACKEN ON THE COMMON

When we take up conservation work again it will bo on Yateley Common
with the invading bracken as our chief target. In the past few years
this aggressive weed has" "been spreading alarmingly? it is reckoned.
to be increasing in Britiain at the rate of one per cent a year. It
is quick to colonise bare ground, moving in after a fire, for example,
and the decline of grazing tends-to encourage it as well. Not that
animals normally eat bracken - it is-actually poisonous while green,
.and remains so if picked before it has turned brown - but they weaken
it by trampling it down. One or two chemical bracken-killers have been
found to be effective, and research is being done at York University on
a bracken-eating moth from South Africa. Manual slashing, beating or
pulling is also a successful method of control, and that is the one we
shall be following in June and early July when the tender young fronds
are still uncurling. If they are sufficiently bashed at this stage they
are unable to supply their underground rhizomes with the nutrients they
require to spread further, but two or three years of repeated attacks
may be necessary'before the pl^nt is weakened enough to be, visibly
diminished.

Peter Dinsdale his suggested that we start on the edge of a patch of
bracken whore is is advancing into the heather, though here paradox-
ically our very presence is ,? further threat to the heather. It too..
is damaged and weakened by trampling, thus allowing more bracken a
chance to invade more rapidly. So we shall have to strike a literally
delicate balance, tiptoeing between the heather stalks to fell the :

bracken fronds alone .... -nd be ready to do it all again next year.

HISTORY MEETINGS by Michael Holroyd

Thursday 10.April The Prehistoric Archaeology of the Blackwater Valley.

Yvonne Ward, one of our members, will give an illustrated talk about
her work on this subject, based on the listing and mapping of all known
settlements and finds in the Blackwa.ter Valley from Farnham to Eversley,
for five'separate periods of prehistory.

Thursday 8 May The Yateley Clubs

How did ordinary people in Yateley insure themselves against sickness
andrunemployment and whore did they put their savings in the days when
there were no men from the Pru, building societies, or Post Office
.Savings Banks? . Gordon Harland will describe how the village friendlyy
societies, "The Clubs", attempted to fill "these, needs and also provided
an opportunity for a bit of fun.

Thursday 13 June A.C. Benson and Yateley > •

Arthur Christopher Benson (1862-1925) was born at Wellington College, the
son of the headmast E.W. Benson, and lived there until he was 11. He
used to walk to Yateley with his mother, and he remembered the place with
affection all his life, writing about it in 'The House of Quiet1 (1904)
and 'The Trefoil1 (1923). In this talk Michael Holroyd will trace the
route of Benson's boyhood walks. Afterwards we will adjourn to Yateley
Green and see how far some of his descriptions are recognisable today.

Thursday 10 July Yateley History Trail

A report on progress with this proposed publication, and an opportunity
to examine some of the sources being used, including the Census Returns
for Yateley from l8'+l to l88l.

Z(T DC'



PUBLIC LECTURE PROGRAMME by Fergus Russell

Thursday, May 29th - Main Hall Yateley Centre 8.00 p.m.

"THE AUSTRALIAN SCENE-AND SOME ASPECTS OF CONSERVATION"
by John Martin

John Martin is Head of Geograghy at Wellington College. He had a break
of 3 years - at an Australian school - and returned to Wellington about
3 years ago. A keen photographer, he .travelled widely during school
holidays and has a l-\rge selection of Australian slides. In earlier ch.y
incidentally, he captained Oxford University at cricket ?.nd for several
yenrs capt-lined the Welsh Hockey XI. •

His wife, Heather, helped to show round those members of the Yateley
Society who visited Wellington in 198^. I hope she will be present on
the 29th, for she will be warmly welcomed by those who met her on that
occasion.

Thursday, June 26th - Main Hall Yateley Centre 8.00 p.m.

"EXPEDITION TO EAST GREENLAND (JAN. TO APRIL 19*85)"
by David Mordaunt

This Expedition by 8 carefully selected school-boys from the British
Schools Exploring Society was led by David Mordaunt (he referred to- this
forthcoming venture when he talked- to the Yateley. Society ip. November
198^ on a trip to Nepal). Sponsored by the Royal Geographical Society,
this was a 3 month scientific and adventure expedition and rather more
demanding than the usual Schools Exploring Society expeditions to the
Arctic, two of which have in previous years been led by David.

Their base was an Eskimo hut in ANGMAGSSALIC, a remote Eskimo settlement
in the centre of the East Greenland coast-line; from there they took
tents for their activities'inland^." This then, is the subject of his
talk (with slides).

Very recently it has been announced that David has been appointed
Warden of a new Adventure School in Applecross in the N.W. Highlands
that is run by the Drake Fellowship, on organisation that caters for
the inner-city unemployed, both sexes, aged 16 to ..about- 22. ••--• -

He leaves Wellington in July for this very challenging post and it is
good of him to have agreed to visit us when he will be busy packing up
$nd handing over to others;, as President of Common Room and Master in
charge of Cricket over many years, he is bound to be involved in many
farewell parties.

Let's hope there will be a good Yateley Society attendance on June 26th.
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PROGRAMME APRIL - JULY 19'i6

April - Update

Thurs. 10 THE PREHISTORIC ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE
BLACKVATER VALLEY
- an illustrated talk by Yvonne Ward

Thurs. 17 THE LIFE HISTORY OF BRITISH BIRDS
- an illustrated talk by Mr. L.J. Chalk

Sun. 27 BIRD & BUTTERFLY WALK, YATSLEY COMMON
Led by Peter Dinsdale

Yateley Centre-
Room B.2.4 7:30pm

Yateley Centre
Room B.2.4 7=30pm

Model Boat Car Fark
(off A30) 2:30pm
Map Ref. 833 593

May

Sun. k GUIDED WALK IN ROVHILL NATURE RESERV3 Rowhill Car Park
Map Ref. 8^9 ^99

2:3Cpm

Mon. 5 MAY FAYRE

Thurs. 8 THE YATELEY CLUBS
An illustrated talk by Gordon

Thurs. 15 EVENING BIRDSONG WALK
Led by Ann Kingston

Thurs. 29 Public Lecture

THE AUSTRALIAN SCENE AND SOME ASPECTS OF
CONSERVATION
by John Martin

Yatoley Centre-
Room B.2.4 7:30pm

Royal Oak Car Park
7:30pm

Yateley Centre
Main Hall 8:00pm

June

Sun 1

Thurs. 12

WALK - BRAMLEY FRITH WOOD TRAIL
Bramley, Nr. Basingstoke

A.C. BENSON AND YATELEY
An illustrated talk by Michael Holroyd
(followed by a short walk)

Thurs. 19 TREE & HEDGEROW WALK

Sun. 22 CONSERVATION IN PRACTICE
"Bracken Bashing"

Thurs. 26 Public Lecture
EXPEDITION TO EAST GREENLAND
JAN. - APRIL 1985 by David Mordaunt

July -

Sat.

Sun.

. U
Sun.

Preliminary Notice
(see the press and/or the next Newsletter for

5 BARBECUE

6 WALK - ROYAL OAK VALLEY
(A Blackwater Valley Project Walk)

13

Thurs. 10

CONSERVATION IN PRACTICE
"Bracken Bashing"

YATELEY HISTORY TRAIL
Progress report and workshop

Bramley 2:30pm
Map Ref. 6^5 598

Yateley Centre
Room B.2.4 7:30pm

Moulsham Green
7:30pm

Heathlands Cemetery
2:15pm

Yateley Centre-
Main Hall 8:00pm

any alterations).

1 Broome Close
7:30pm

Yateley Car Fark
next to Fire Station
Map Ref. 823607 2:15

Heathlmds Cemetery
2:15pm

Yateley Centre
Room B.2.4 7:30pm


